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(Download Only)
key facts characters literary devices questions answers how does dally die the policemen kill dally
after johnny dies in the hospital dally is so upset he runs away from ponyboy and robs a grocery store
the police chase him to the empty lot where the greasers hang out in the outsiders who borrows two
bit s switchblade in chapters 7 8 which songs relate to dally s character in the outsiders what five
objects are significant to ponyboy and johnny in the 1 what does cherry explain as the difference
between the socs and the greasers 2 when and how did pony s parents die 3 what happens when
pony comes home after his curfew 4 why does johnny like it better when his father is hitting him darry
and sodapop what did ponyboy and johnny do to disguise themselves johnny cut his hair and ponyboy
cut and bleached his hair what happened to the church when johnny ponyboy and dally returned it set
on fire what did johnny decide to do after he finished eating to turn themselves in to the court chapter
8 themes and colors key summary analysis ponyboy darry and sodapop wait in the hospital waiting
room for news about johnny and dally reporters and police question and take photos of ponyboy and
his brothers sodapop charms the reporters with his good looks and sense of humor eventually a
doctor emerges s e hinton the outsiders chapter 7 quiz johnny is about to be charged and a prognosis
is about to be given be sure you recall the details of what is going down by taking the quiz over 1 as
the novel opens what local establishment does ponyboy exit answer the movie theater the
supersummary difference 8x more resources than sparknotes and cliffsnotes combined study guides
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you won t find anywhere else 100 new titles every month subscribe for 3 a month 2 twobit knows that
if dally is asking for a balde he must reallt need one infer why two bit hands over his fancy black
handled switch to dally without hesitation he wants a gone with the wind booka nd hair grease recall
two things johnny requests from two bit his mother goes to see him summary ponyboy sits in the
waiting room with darry and soda who is entertaining the reporters and policemen by acting silly jerry
wood tells ponyboy that the reporters wouldn t have been taking so many pictures if his older
brothers weren t so handsome but soon the boys become tired and soda lies down to fall asleep
outsiders chapter 8 questions teacher 16 terms mrsg203 preview sadlier oxford vocabulary workshop
level b unit 2 vocabs 20 terms batalex66 preview 1 how does ponyboy come across as an individual
despite his identity as greaser throughout the novel the collective identity of the greasers take
precedence over the individual identity of each gang member the outsiders vocabulary 7 8 and theme
analysis spotlight literary skill conflict the outsiders comprehension and discussion questions chapters
7 8 week 6 the outsiders comprehension questions chapters 9 12 remember the titans film reflection
paper and rubric i m a soc you get a little money and the whole world hates you no ponyboy replies
you hate the whole world he adds that he thinks randy would have saved the kids in the the outsiders
chapter 7 discussion questions name answer the following in complete sentences 1 consider the
following quote on p 107 two bit says why he had to get a haircut to get his picture in the paper they
d never believe a greasy look could be a hero how do you like bein a hero big shot 1 who waited with
ponyboy in the hospital a two bit and steve b darry and sodapop c dally and cherry correct answer b
darry and sodapop explanation darry and sodapop waited with ponyboy in the hospital because they
are his older brothers they care about his well being and wanted to support him during his time of
need back more while the three brothers wait to hear how dally and johnny are doing reporters and
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policemen come to the hospital to talk to them pony already wasn t feeling well so getting bombarded
with questions from reporters doesn t help luckily darry gets them to leave pony alone protest funding
questions some of the groups organizing the encampments list the supplies they need that people
can donate on their websites or social media accounts most request items such as authoritarianism
without accountability a defining characteristic of a cult is a leader who has complete authority over
their followers and no one ever holds them accountable for their actions
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the outsiders questions answers sparknotes
Apr 17 2024

key facts characters literary devices questions answers how does dally die the policemen kill dally
after johnny dies in the hospital dally is so upset he runs away from ponyboy and robs a grocery store
the police chase him to the empty lot where the greasers hang out

the outsiders questions and answers enotes com
Mar 16 2024

in the outsiders who borrows two bit s switchblade in chapters 7 8 which songs relate to dally s
character in the outsiders what five objects are significant to ponyboy and johnny in the

the outsiders chapter questions birdvilleschools net
Feb 15 2024

1 what does cherry explain as the difference between the socs and the greasers 2 when and how did
pony s parents die 3 what happens when pony comes home after his curfew 4 why does johnny like it
better when his father is hitting him
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the outsiders questions and answers flashcards quizlet
Jan 14 2024

darry and sodapop what did ponyboy and johnny do to disguise themselves johnny cut his hair and
ponyboy cut and bleached his hair what happened to the church when johnny ponyboy and dally
returned it set on fire what did johnny decide to do after he finished eating to turn themselves in to
the court

the outsiders chapter 7 summary analysis litcharts
Dec 13 2023

chapter 8 themes and colors key summary analysis ponyboy darry and sodapop wait in the hospital
waiting room for news about johnny and dally reporters and police question and take photos of
ponyboy and his brothers sodapop charms the reporters with his good looks and sense of humor
eventually a doctor emerges

the outsiders chapter 7 quiz enotes com
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s e hinton the outsiders chapter 7 quiz johnny is about to be charged and a prognosis is about to be
given be sure you recall the details of what is going down by taking the quiz over

the outsiders reading discussion quiz questions
supersummary
Oct 11 2023

1 as the novel opens what local establishment does ponyboy exit answer the movie theater the
supersummary difference 8x more resources than sparknotes and cliffsnotes combined study guides
you won t find anywhere else 100 new titles every month subscribe for 3 a month 2

the outsiders ch 7 9 questions flashcards quizlet
Sep 10 2023

twobit knows that if dally is asking for a balde he must reallt need one infer why two bit hands over
his fancy black handled switch to dally without hesitation he wants a gone with the wind booka nd
hair grease recall two things johnny requests from two bit his mother goes to see him
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the outsiders chapters 7 and 8 summary and analysis
Aug 09 2023

summary ponyboy sits in the waiting room with darry and soda who is entertaining the reporters and
policemen by acting silly jerry wood tells ponyboy that the reporters wouldn t have been taking so
many pictures if his older brothers weren t so handsome but soon the boys become tired and soda
lies down to fall asleep

the outsiders chapter 7 questions flashcards quizlet
Jul 08 2023

outsiders chapter 8 questions teacher 16 terms mrsg203 preview sadlier oxford vocabulary workshop
level b unit 2 vocabs 20 terms batalex66 preview

discussion questions from the outsiders bartleby
Jun 07 2023

1 how does ponyboy come across as an individual despite his identity as greaser throughout the novel
the collective identity of the greasers take precedence over the individual identity of each gang
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the outsiders ms miller s ela website
May 06 2023

the outsiders vocabulary 7 8 and theme analysis spotlight literary skill conflict the outsiders
comprehension and discussion questions chapters 7 8 week 6 the outsiders comprehension questions
chapters 9 12 remember the titans film reflection paper and rubric

the outsiders chapter 7 summary enotes com
Apr 05 2023

i m a soc you get a little money and the whole world hates you no ponyboy replies you hate the whole
world he adds that he thinks randy would have saved the kids in the

the outsiders chapter 7 discussion questions name
Mar 04 2023

the outsiders chapter 7 discussion questions name answer the following in complete sentences 1
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consider the following quote on p 107 two bit says why he had to get a haircut to get his picture in the
paper they d never believe a greasy look could be a hero how do you like bein a hero big shot

the outsiders novel chapter 7 quiz trivia questions
Feb 03 2023

1 who waited with ponyboy in the hospital a two bit and steve b darry and sodapop c dally and cherry
correct answer b darry and sodapop explanation darry and sodapop waited with ponyboy in the
hospital because they are his older brothers they care about his well being and wanted to support him
during his time of need

the outsiders chapter 7 summary shmoop
Jan 02 2023

back more while the three brothers wait to hear how dally and johnny are doing reporters and
policemen come to the hospital to talk to them pony already wasn t feeling well so getting bombarded
with questions from reporters doesn t help luckily darry gets them to leave pony alone
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some blame outsiders for spread of pro palestinian
Dec 01 2022

protest funding questions some of the groups organizing the encampments list the supplies they need
that people can donate on their websites or social media accounts most request items such as

12 signs a religion is actually a cult msn
Oct 31 2022

authoritarianism without accountability a defining characteristic of a cult is a leader who has complete
authority over their followers and no one ever holds them accountable for their actions
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